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Over the last month I have gone on a number of 
very nice day walks with a range of leaders. Whilst 
many if these trips have been a bit hot, the leaders 
have sensibly arranged plenty of pools for the party 
to cool off in, and orchestrated matters so that the 
climbs were generally in the shade (mostly)!

•	 The SBW Xmas Party went off well with about 
120 members in attendance. We celebrated the 
gazetting of the Dot Butler Conservation Reserve 
with the presentation of a commemorative 
certificate	to	Leo	and	Eric	Butler	(grandsons	of	
Dot, and sons of Wade). Leo is a member of 
SBW	and	Eric	 is	 a	 rock	 climber	 (with	mention	
in an article in the January edition [No 112] of  
Australian Geographic).

•	 Just before Christmas the Sydney Catchment 
Authority (SCA) gave us a nice present when 
they advised that our application for a Grant 
to control noxious weeds in the Dot Butler 
Conservation Reserve had been approved for 
the full amount of $8,000 (Thanks!).  

•	 At the Xmas Party we conferred Honorary Life 

Membership on Tony Holgate and Warwick 
Deacock

•	 Commendations were also awarded to Jan 
Mohandas, Wayne Steele, Melinda Turner, Owen 
Marks and Ian Rannard.

•	 As part of our Leadership Recognition Plan, 
Paddy Pallin Vouchers were presented to Lisa 
Sheldon	for	being	the	most	prolific	new	leader	
and Glenn Draper for the most innovative leader. 

•	 The Annual Picnic at Balmoral Beach on Wed 
9 Jan also went well, with there being some 
plonking of boules and glasses

•	 And	a	piece	of	campfire	trivia	for	you	–	the	sport	
of rogaining was invented by Australians in the 
1970s – three Victorians, Rod, Gail and Neil, thus 
Ro-Gai-Ne! (It’s now a world class event with 
challenging championships held each year – and 
yes, the Aussies cleaned up in Czechoslovakia 
last year!).

Happy New Year to all 
Ian Wolfe 

President says...

•	 We	 completed	 the	annual	 process	of	 finalising	
the Budget for 2013 (and we can spell surplus) 
and	finalising	the	documentation	for	the	AGM	to	
be held on 13 March 2013 (please put this date 
in your diaries – there will be wine and cheese 
afterwards, as well as a lucky door prize draw)

•	 A range of Coolana related matters (including 
signing the SCA Grant document).

•	 Grappled with the party size issues associated 
with the extension of the Wilderness Area in the 
Blue Mountains ie. eight participants, or 20 in 
non-Wilderness areas.

•	 The regular Business As Usual items.

•	 And as it was the New Year -  we welcomed it in 
with some wine and nibbles.

New members this month:

•	 Amanda Nelson
•	 Nancy Lloyd
•	 Robert Carter
•	 Steve Tusler

From the Committee Room

The latest edition of the  
Confederation of Bushwalking Clubs  

magazine is now available for 
downloaded at:

www.bushwalking.org.au/mag.html
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Trip Report: Combined Bush Club and SBW walk
8–9 Dec. Leader: Michael Keats

Day One

The traditional way of accessing the southern 
ridges of Derailment Hill has always been via Deep 
Pass and Mount Norris. The proving of the Hair 
of the Dog Ravine as a relatively easy pass from 
Waratah Ridge to the south has opened the way 
for more innovative walks into this most dramatic 
part of Derailment Hill. Having undertaken three 
unsuccessful attempts to locate and visit Thorpes 
Folly, this walk was dedicated to this task, and to 
guarantee success Ian Thorpe was a member of the 
party. 

The group assembled at the barrier on Waratah 
Ridge	Road,	GR	479	027	at	0850	where	a	briefing	
of the planned activities for the next two days 
was given. The walk was only 50m old when two 
members reported nearly treading on a 2m plus 
long	Eastern	Brown	Snake,	Pseudonaja textilis, and 
executing some fancy footwork to avoid contact. 

Even	at	this	early	hour,	the	humidity	was	oppressive,	
and it was a relief to commence the ravine descent. 
Before the descent, we did some orientation study, 
noting the position of Deep Pass, Mount Norris, 
Derailment Hill and Railmotor Ridge. Dicksonia 
Ravine, to the west of Deep Pass was pinpointed by 
the intense green of the Coachwood rainforest.

In answer to a question about how the Hair of the 
Dog Ravine was named, the new series topographic 
map was brought out for study. Old maps show 
Dingo Creek as Bungleboori North Branch, but this 
was changed by the NSW GNB (29 Sept 2006) to 
avoid confusion. Subsequent naming of features in 
the area has maintained the Dog theme. Cerberus 
Creek, Little Cerberus Creek, the three Cerberus 
Heads and the Pool of Diana, (Greek Goddess of the 
Hunt) have been allocated.

The Hair of the Dog Ravine is a 700m long, 
dramatic, knife like cleft; surrounded by 50m cliffs 
and is located 1.5km south west of Derailment Hill. 
Top access is via the end of Waratah Ridge Road. 
The named coined by Yuri Bolotin was allocated by 
Michael Keats (8 April 2011) as this ravine joins 
Dingo Creek. This ravine can be negotiated from 
either the top or the bottom. Rock Hill Topo Map top 
end 493 038, junction with Dingo Creek 493 047.

Entering	into	the	ravine	from	the	top,	as	a	walk	in,	is	
counter intuitive as you need to pick up a strategic 
ledge	 on	 the	 western	 side	 that	 avoids	 the	 first	
vertical 10m. Within the ravine was a total climate 
change. Both the temperature and the humidity 
dropped as we descended rapidly into a world of 
soaring cliffs, tree ferns and rainforest conditions. 
There are a couple of scrambly bits, but overall it 
is	a	delightful	experience.	Clear	water	was	flowing	

in the creek, which assured supplies for our camp 
located under a big overhang at GR 493 043. Worthy 
of note, and on the drip line of the overhang are two 
magnificent	eucalypts,	possibly,	E. deanei that are 
over 40m high.

We transferred gear to day packs and enjoyed a 
brief morning tea while Ian, who was to take us to 
Thorpes Folly, also checked his notes. Ian visited part 
of our planned route when he was doing recce walks 
for the Wollemi North South Traverse, although in 
the end this section was not used.

The scrub in the northern extension of Hair of the 
Dog Ravine towards Dingo Creek is unpleasant to 
say the least. By keeping to the higher ground on 
the western side, we avoided the worst of it and 
emerged from the bush after 28 minutes to an easy 
descent and crossing of Dingo Creek, GR 494 048. 
The descent is via a set of zigzag ledges all easy. 
On the opposite, northern, side of Dingo Creek an 
unnamed creek (Deep Pass Creek?) that drains the 
catchment from Deep Pass provides a perfect, level 
crossing. 

This catchment was followed due north for about 
200m where a ramp up through the cliff line on 
the	eastern	side	leads	to	the	first	of	many	complex	
slots and scrambles all the way to the top of the 
pagodas that line the western edge of Derailment 
Hill. During the course of the climb, the cliff line 
encircles an area of complex cliffs of amphitheatre 
like proportions, GR 495 052. Whilst it is only one of 
many such erosion formations, it is worth singling 
out as extra special. 

The	final	high	point,	where	several	of	us	had	been	
before, is at GR 496 053, 923m. It is reached by 
scaling a platy pagoda wall that rises continuously 
for over 40m. From the top, there is an excellent 
view	of	Deep	Pass,	and	a	profile	of	the	climb	up	to	
the Baroque Spur. This small spur is cliff-lined on 
two sides and it contains the most intricate delicate 
erosion sculptures. This spur is at GR 491 056.

We huddled together on a very small space at 
GR 497 054 and looked down into Thorpes Folly. 
Thorpes Folly was named by Caro Ryan in 2008, 
after Ian Thorpe suggested that it would be an easy 
walk across from the current location to the cliffs 
some 100m further north. 

Access into Thorpes Folly, is via a steep, rubble-
filled,	 long	narrow	slot	 that	 leads	 into	 the	canyon	
like terminal end of a major ravine. The descent 
is an easy grade, and the enclosed terminal 
end of the ravine is very beautiful with a sandy 
area, waterfall, currently dry, and a small area of 
rainforest, GR 499 053, which was an excellent spot 
to have lunch. Some downstream exploration of 
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the ravine was undertaken, however it widens out 
rapidly and reverts to eucalypt forest with a scrubby 
understorey.	Several	collapsed,	fire-damaged,	once	
huge	eucalypts	now	lie	on	the	ravine	floor.

After lunch we climbed back up the entry slot and 
stood at the high point within the access slot. 
On aerial photos, the slot shows as a continuous 
feature that physically separates the lower far south 
west section of Derailment Hill from the rest of the 
area.	Even	more	exciting	for	Yuri,	Brian	and	I	was	
that we had been to the western side of this very 
slot on our walk 9 Nov 2011. We had even looked 
into	 Thorpes	 Folly	 and	not	 realised	 it!	 Even	more	
frustrating for Yuri was that when we were at the 
western end of the slot looking up, he had tried to 
climb	the	debris	filled	slot	and	been	unable	to	make	
progress because it was so unstable. Coming down 
was a different story.

We now made our way south along the deeply 
dissected western edge of this separated block, 
seeking successive high points as we went and so 
it was that we stopped at GR 497 055, GR 496 052 
and above an amazing deep ravine. This ravine with 
an exposure of some 20 vertical metres of bedded 
levels of ironstone plates, included some levels 
where the ironstone was contorted as though a 
giant hand had taken a bolt of material, spread it on 
a table, and then pushed it together, then frozen the 
whole thing. Other levels included the end sections 
of	many	ironstone	tubes	or	pipes.	It	is	a	magnificent	
locality. We spent ten minutes here just in awe.

GR 495 050 was the extreme end point. Here nature 
put on a special treat. A huge triangular block was 
separated from the main mass by yet another deep 
and narrow slot, not more than half a metre wide. 
That was not all. Perpendicular to this slot was 
another, maybe 1.5m wide, that formed a vertical 
window with a view over Dingo Creek. Wow! Rodney 
led the charge down for the agile while some of us 
took an easier option and we regrouped at the base 
on the southern side.

Breeching a hidden cliff line was next on the agenda 
as we descended into Deep Pass then made our 
way back across Dingo Creek. Dingo Creek was re-
crossed	at	the	same	spot,	with	water	bottles	refilled	
and a short stop was enjoyed.

We trooped back into the much cooler precinct of 
our camp at 1615. At this juncture, Ian advised 
that he would not stay overnight and walk out in 
the morning as originally intended, but would walk 
out	now	so	he	could	put	in	a	full	day	in	the	office	
on Sunday. David Merrick who was not feeling that 
well, elected to leave with Ian. We were sorry to 
lose two members of the party, but respected their 
decisions. The two left at 1635, while the rest of us 
decided that happy hour and dinner may as well 
start.

Day Two

Well, not quite. I awoke about 2300, and, as I was 
sleeping under the stars, I wondered what a star 
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was doing at ground level about 10m. The wine was 
good but not that good, but I had been given some 
herbal painkillers…after adjusting my thoughts, I 
realised that the damp wall of a slot canyon adjacent 
to where I had bedded down was a glowworm 
habitat and over the next few minutes, I watched a 
fantastic light display.

The others missed this display – I had deliberately 
dossed down remote from the party, as my snoring 
is not good news. In the morning, Mark said he 
thought he saw a solitary glowworm across the 
ravine. If I had not been so comfortable, I would 
have walked into the ravine as I am sure there are 
many better places where glowworms are active. 

About	0430,	the	first	birdcalls	started.	By	0500,	the	
ravine	was	filled	with	birdsong	as	dozens	of	different	
species greeted the new day.  By 0530, I was upand 
preparing breakfast. We had already decided that 
for the exploratory walk today we would take the 
bare minimum and have lunch back at camp before 
walking out.

Having already experienced the nature of the 
understorey along Dingo Creek, our plans were 
modified	so	that	we	would	walk	high	above	Dingo	
Creek and seek an entry point somewhere before 
the cliff ran out or we reached Popeye Canyon. By 
0650, we had left camp and started to climb up the 
north side of the isolated sandstone block that also 
included the overhang, that was our camp. 

We knew for sure that the block was isolated, as the 
previous evening Rodney had climbed up a broad 
slot to the south, traversed the top of the block, and 
then descended a very tight cleft, which separates 
the block from the main rock mass. The isolated 
block is a classic case of ‘block gliding’.

We climbed up the ridge behind the isolated block and 
discovered another great erosion window. Time for 
the photographers to capture more great pictures. 
The top of the ridge where we planned to follow 
the contours (GR 496 043) was reached at 0722. 
The vegetation on top was much easier to traverse 
and the frequency of exposed rock platforms helped 
as well. Several high level, hanging swamps were 

noted, with a predominate herbage of low growing 
Isopogon sp. A lot more Sword Grass, Gahnia sp. 
than normal for such exposed elevations was also 
noted.

Even	 though	 it	 was	 early,	 the	 humidity	 was	 very	
high and debilitating. We kept pushing along the 
cliff	 tops	noting	the	changing	aspects	and	profiles	
of the bastion cliffs opposite. Derailment Hill looks 
very different from the south perspective.

We kept pressing along but a review of our 
progress, the humidity and the time at GR 504 040 
encouraged us to head for a gully that would take 
us into the lower reaches of Popeye Canyon Creek, 
and so we commenced descending a quite dramatic 
gully, but it was the wrong one and we were actually 
in Popeye Canyon Creek, GR 505 038.

The section we landed in was a pleasant part of the 
creek so we decided to follow it and see whether we 
had managed to come in so far down that we could 
make it all the way to Dingo Creek . We made about 
200m of progress downstream, undertaking some 
boulder hoping and log walking before we reached 
a canyon section that required a tape, GR 507 038. 
Rodney went down as far as he dared taking a 10m 
tape,. returning with the news that the tape was 
2-3m short for him to go the next section, and of 
course, we had little idea of what further tape needs 
may be encountered further down. He did report 
seeing	footprints	and	finding	several	abseiling	slings.

A	further	modification	to	our	plans	was	then	made.	
We would climb high again and then see whether we 
could descend the spur where Popeye Canyon Creek 
and Dingo Creek joined. The contours did not look 
that bad. Misleadingly, no cliff lines are shown in the 
area on the topographic map. 

By 0905, we were back on the top at GR 506 039, 
and at 0911, we crossed the top end of the gully 
originally planned for our descent, GR 503 041. 
We pushed down this spur to GR 508 043, where 
we were very close to Dingo Creek, just about 
50m vertically above it! The cliffs looked quite 
formidableand Dingo Creek was so incised it could 
not be seen. 

Although a bit disappointed, we had learned a lot. 
The return walk to camp was extraordinarily hot 
in the open, with the sun blazing down and then 
being	reflected	 from	the	open	rocky	areas.	Actual	
sun temperature was very close to 30 degrees. 
Brian was able to photograph a large skink, Egernia 
whitii, before we straggled into camp where rest 
and rehydrating was the order of the day. 

The exit walk commenced at 1110, with the top of 
the Hair of the Dog Ravine being reached at 1136. 
From the top of the ravine it was all easy, a mere 
50m to pick up the end of the old access road and 
then a road bash to the vehicles.

Have you seen the latest Colong 
Foundation Bulletin?

If not, you can download it from the  
Colong Foundation website at:
www.colongwilderness.org.au
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Private Trips
It has long been a practise of SBW for members who 
have become friends over a number of walks, to get 
together and put on a “Private Walk”, with one of 
them taking on the leadership/coordinator role. This 
particularly applies to trips heading off overseas or 
to the remote parts of Australia.

As these trips don’t appear on the Activities Program, 
for them to be covered by the Club’s insurance 
they do need to be registered with the Committee 
beforehand – simply email activities@sbw.org.au 
well beforehand, so that the Committee can approve 
it and add it to the Minutes etc. Then send in the 
standard Activities Report Form afterwards.

While there have been some grumblings about this 
practise from time to time (from those who were 

not asked), it’s generally not been at all elitist or 
exclusive! When you hear a whisper that a trip is in 
the	offing	and	want	to	go,	simply	drop	some	heavy	
hints, and if necessary buy the trip leader a drink!

We encourage you to consider advertising the 
trip, either on the Activities Program or the Short 
Notice Activities advice emails, once the core of 
the	group	has	firmed	up	–	this	can	help	to	top	up	
the attendance levels to ensure safe party sizes 
(and also to defray the costs, if there is a need for 
drop off/retrieval by commercial transport, and or 
accommodation). It also has the major advantage 
of spreading the knowledge of interesting places to 
walk, and ensures some new faces on the trip (and 
hopefully some new jokes...).

Additions to the Members List
Unfortunately, two members were not included in 
the annual list distributed late last year due to an 
administrative oversight (we are mostly human ie. 
blessed by fallibility):

Carole Beales – Home: 9982 4690, 
Mobile:	0408	235	936,		Suburb:	WHEELER	HEIGHTS

Beverely MacKenzie – Mobile: 0422 003 566,  
Suburb:  MOSMAN

By way of background, the List of full Members (not 
Prospectives) has been published to members ever 
since the Club was established. This is a means of 
fostering interaction amongst members, especially 
when	seeking	to	efficiently	coordinate	transport	for	

trips. It is published on the basis (as per Section 7.6 
of our Constitution) that the list is not distributed 
beyond the Club, and that it is only used for SBW 
matters – the vast majority are very respectful of 
this approach (and you would note that we do not 
include home addresses or email addresses).

If a member has a concern about privacy, the annual 
Renewal Form has a box which can be ticked to elect 
to not have your details included in the Membership 
List. If you have a concern that another member 
is using the List beyond what is intended, please 
politely seek to set them straight – thereafter, if 
needed, please contact the Membership Secretary 
and the Committee will deal with the matter.

Awards Presented at the Christmas Party
Honorary Life Membership of SBW was 
conferred upon:

•	 Warwick Deacock – for his life time of  service 
to outdoor recreation and education, as well as 
to SBW in assisting the conservation of Coolana

•	 Tony Holgate – for his very extended service 
on the Committee in multiple  roles,  being an 
extremely	active	and	proficient		leader,	and	for	
his assistance to Members to enhance their skills

Certificate number:

11 Melinda Turner – Service as editor and 
materially extending the quality of the format and 
presentation of the Magazine, leading walks and 
being a mentor and role model.

12 Wayne Steele – Leading walks as well as 
XC  skiing trips  and especially exploratory walks in 
the Budawangs, Central and NW Australia. Being a 
mentor & role model.

13 Ian Rannard – Leading walks in Tasmania 
and Victoria. Imparting his navigational expertise 
and helping to establish the Mid Week Walkers.

14 Jan Mohandas – Leading walks, re-vitalising 
Tiger Walking,  establishing the 6ft Track in a 
Day and K2K walks, introducing yoga stretching 
exercises and Indian cuisine on walks.

15 Owen Marks – Service as editor and materially 
extending the quality of the literary content of the 
Magazine,	leading	walks,	and	significantly	assisting	
the conservation of Coolana.

More from the SBW Committee
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Wilderness – Real 
and Imagined. Film 
Australia DVD review

www.filmaust.com.au/wilderness/

This two disk set was produced in 2005 – Disk 1 has 
great shots of the Franklin, Lake Pedder, Kakadu 
and includes some historic iconic clips. There are 
some hilarious shots of how bushwalking fashion 
has changed over time, as well as the politics of 
Tourism, Recreational Usage and Development.     

Disk	 2	 draws	 on	 the	 very	 artistic	 shots	 and	 films	
of Olegas Truchanas and Peter Dombrovskis 
focusing on SW Tassie. It also has some stunning 
sequences	filmed	 from	helicopters	 of	 the	Arthurs.	
These	magnificently	 show	why	 Federation	 Peak	 is	
acknowledged as the bushwalker’s Mecca and why 
many aspire to one day stand atop this rocky fang 
that rakes the sky. This would make a great gift.  
It’s available through ABC Shops and nfsa.gov.au/
collection/film-australia-collection/program-sales/
search-programs/program/?sn=8602

Bushwalking How To 
Videos
Caro has been active again. She has added lots 
more to her website http://lotsafreshair.com/ There 
are videos on How To: Water Proof a Pack, What to 
put in a Pack, What to eat and how to cook it.

There is lots of friendly text on a wide range of 
subjects supported by lovely pictures of people that 
you will know (if you squint a bit).

(There are some recent additions to help Blokes 
understand why there are very good reasons 
for there being such a thing as “Secret Women’s 
Business”.)

SCA grant for the Dot 
Butler Conservation 
Reserve
SBW Committee

The SCA gave us a nice Christmas present on 21 Dec 
when  they advised that they have  approved our 
application in full for an $8,000 grant (which is the 
maximum obtainable) for weed control in the Dot 
Butler Conservation Reserve (DBCR) in 2013. 

This will now allow  us to commence scheduling 
work in conjunction with the Shoalhaven Council, 
which will include:

•	 extending our Western Distributor Track 
(WDT) to link up with and clear the old 
timber-getting road, which traverses much 
of the Reserve which will also allow a  good 
route for bushwalks)

•	 engaging a contractor to  spray the west 
bank  of Dot’s Creek and then, using the 
cleared Timber Rd, to progressively work his 
way to the west (this will utilise the bulk of 
the $8,000)

•	 c) replanting as is sensible and needed. 

We have another Grant application going through 
the	 appraisal	 process	 with	 the	 NSW	 Environment	
Trust, but we will not know the result until April or 
so. 

In any case the SCA funds, besides allowing us 
to preserve the rare temperate  rainforest in the 
Reserve (habitat for Sugar Gliders), will allow us 
to construct a buffer around Coolana to minimise 
future invasion of noxious weeds 

Bushwalking Trip URLS

Some helpful sites for planning and learning more 
about bushwalking are:

www.wildwalks.com/bushwalking/general/
bushwalking.html

www.visitnsw.com/things-to-do/adventure-and-
sport/hikes-and-walks?gclid=CMmtnLu2yrMCFedKp
godskYAPA

http://ozultimate.com/bushwalking/

www.bodyandsou l .com.au/body+f i tness/
news+features/best+places+in+nsw+to+bushwa
lk,14049

www.bushwalk.com/forum/viewforum.php?f=47

www.adventure.com.au/index.asp?pgid=170

http://www.dingogap.com.au/navigat ion/
tracknotes_main.html
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How big do we want to be in the years ahead?
SBW Committee

The November Magazine contained an article from 
the Committee seeking to generate dialogue and 
debate amongst the members, ahead of the Annual 
General Meeting on Wednesday 13 March 2013 – 
the aim being  to ascertain the views of the majority 
of members (both full and Prospective) in order to 
provide guidance to the 2013 Committee.

We have received feedback by email, at meetings 
and on walks, and there seems to be an emerging 
consensus along the lines of:

•	 Members want the Club to keep being a 
group where most people know each other to 
some degree, and has a collegiate/social feel 
to it (rather than a commercial/transaction 
orientation) ie. we don’t want to get “too big”.

•	 Growing the Club by about 60–70 new full 
members a year is about right across a range 
of factors ie. replacing “retired” walkers, getting 
new ideas, keeping the average age under 40, 
etc.

•	 Having between 300–400 active full members is 
what we need to help ensure:

•	 that trips to more remote or challenging areas 
will have a big enough pool of experienced 
walkers to draw on to constitute viable party 
sizes

•	 that there is a big enough gene pool to allow 
10–15 new leaders to emerge each year, in 
order to maintain an active leadership pool 
of about 50–60 leaders.

•	 Now that we have streamlined the renewal 
process via the online functionality, it doesn’t 
really matter how many inactive members (or 
members who walk infrequently) we have at 
any one time.

•	 Restricting the number of prospectives to about 
400 is needed, as this is the maximum that 
we can handle for running Information Nights, 
organising Basic Skills Days, ensuring that there 
are enough overnight Q Walks, handling queries  
and conducting the associated administration, 
etc.

•	 It is OK to consider taking on a part time 
Staff person to do much of the mechanical 
administrative work that the current volunteers 
complete at present (such a person to have their 
own ABN and be retained on a contract basis 
for 10–20hrs/month at an approximate  cost of 
$6–10,000/yr, but we don’t want any full time 
staff at this stage.

•	 We need to continue to seek ways and means to 
streamline the operation of the Club and reduce 

the time commitment of volunteers (and this 
means spending the Club’s funds in appropriate 
ways). 

•	 Such	an	approach	to	be	revisited	and	refined	at	
least every 3 years by debate at an AGM.

Conclusion:

Please consider this straw-person consensus and the 
associated	 issues.	 Talk	 about	 it	 around	 campfires	
and at meetings, send out your thoughts on Google 
Groups, write a letter to the editor, send an email 
to secretary@sbw.org.au, ring or buttonhole a 
Committee member. Form an opinion.

We currently have 548 full members of which 
57 are in the membership class of Inactive and 
approximately 360 Prospectives – just over 900 
members in total. 

Subject	to	refining	the	text,	we	foreshadow	debate	
on the following Motions at the AGM:

1. That SBW target growing to:

a. About 300 full Members engaged in 7 or 
more days of activities per year (we have about 
200 at present)

b. About 400 prospective members

c. About 400 full members engaged in less 
than 7 days of activities per year (we have about 
350 at present)

d. This motion be re-appraised at an AGM at 
least once every 3 years.

2. That the SBW Committee is authorised to 
investigate, and potentially secure on a contract 
basis, the services of a part time Administrative 
Officer	to	facilitate	the	operation	of	the	Club.

SBW Social Media

To advise members of time urgent items, send 
an email to sbw27@googlegroups.com 

If you are not a member of GG, sign up at 
https://accounts.google.com/.  

Then search for and select the Group Sydney 
Bush Walkers

To share updates on your outdoor activities use:  
www.facebook.com/#!/SydneyBushWalkers 

If you are not a member of facebook, sign up by 
going to www.facebook.com then add our page
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A Camino Journey – Boots on the climb to  
O’Cebreiro on the Camino
Almis Simans

We had a great opportunity to revisit the Camino 
after	 12	 years,	 when	 we	 had	 first	 set	 off	 from	
Pamplona to Santiago. This time we visited the last 
leg of the great Santiago pilgrimage – 300km from 
Leon to Santiago de Compostela.

The Plan

Our group of eight had been on the road from Leon 
for seven days and had just had a great evening 
in Villafranca del Bierzo, after visiting the Door of 
Forgiveness at the Church of Santiago. We were 
ready for a 7.15am breakfast so that we would be 
on time for the 8.30am bus to La Portela, 11km 
away. The idea was to shorten today’s walk, which 
would be challenging anyway – the climb up to the 
hill-top village of O’Cebreiro. We took our bocadillos 
for lunch and said goodbye to Lilliana our hostess.

We walked across a bridge and then through the 
grey streets to the bus stop near the Hostal Cruze. 
Checked the bus times with the bar owner. Times 

looked OK. Met another pilgrim – moustachioed 
Louis, who regaled us with stories of his Spanish 
walks.

The Timetable

When the bus did not arrive at 8.30, we realised 
that because this was a Saturday, another timetable 
was in use – our bus was not due until 2.30pm!

So we ordered a taxi to take us to the village of 
Ambasmestas situated at the foot of the mountain, 
from where we would begin walking our path again. 
Ambasmestas marks the start of the narrow and 
beautiful Valcarce Valley.

Famous Stage

The stiff walk up to the ancient village of O’Cebreiro, 
just on the Galician side of the León-Galicia border, 
is one of the most famous stages of the entire Way, 
the	 first	 port	 of	 call	 in	 Galicia	 for	 pilgrims,	 with	
Celtic buildings and an ancient church, the Church 
of Santa Maria Real.

The taxi let us out at Ambasmestas and then we 
walked to Vega del Valcarce. It was a great day for 
walking, the castle of the Count of Saracin lay high 
above. We continued to the hamlet of Ruitelan and 
coffee.

German Warden

Lots of pilgrims today – possibly because of Holy 
Week (Santa Semana). Then to Las Herrarias and 
finally	up	 to	 La	Faba	where	we	stopped	 for	 lunch	
at the refugio and received our stamps from the 
German warden who was none too pleased when 
he realised we were not staying here. The church of 
San Andreas was rebuilt in the 18th century and has 
an interesting interior for you to discover when you 
walk the Camino.

Snow!

Then	 further	 up	 towards	 the	 snowfields.	 What	 a	
great experience. Throwing snowballs at each other 
in the glorious sunshine.

My boots started taking on water, there must have 
been some cracks in the soles that allowed this. It 
didn’t improve, so I made the decision that Santiago 
would be their resting place. My boots were great in 
the dry, but Galicia is renowned for its wet weather.

Then on to the hamlet of Laguna. Boots totally wet 
by now. The sun accompanied us all the way. Just a 
great day’s walk. We took hundreds of pictures and 
finally	made	it	to	O’Cebreiro	where	we	checked	in	to	
our accommodation.

Below: Door of Forgiveness at Villafranca
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Communications problems with the club?
Please use the contacts below to resolve any problems you may have!

Mailing list - want to join, not receiving, having problems?  
Contact communications@sbw.org.au

Website - contributions, suggestions, errors? Contact webmaster@sbw.org.au

Address and email change? Please login to members.sbw.org.au/default_login.aspx to  
view	your	Membership	Profile	screen	and	the	use	the	green	links	on	the	right	hand	side	of	 

the screen to change items as needed.

Need your SBW website login details? If you’ve forgotten or are not sure what your  
website login details are, please go to members.sbw.org.au/default_login.aspx and click  

Forgot Your Password at the bottom of the Login Box – then follow the prompts.

No room at the Inn

There were lots of people here. Mass was being 
said in the 12th century church of Santa Maria Real. 
Being Holy Week, there was no room to be found, 
all accommodation had been booked out. We had 
booked, but met Jim and Sue, a young couple from 
America who were searching for lodgings. Jim was 
clearly annoyed at the lack of accommodation. They 
hadn’t been aware of the crowding on the Camino 
during Holy Week, nor had I until just recently. He 
and Sue were at their wits end, so I suggested that 
they try the locals’ hospitality at the next village 
(Linares) a couple of kilometres away.

Journey continues

The next morning after a super Spanish breakfast 
we continued our journey through the snow covered 
hills towards Santiago, another seven days walk 
away.

PS. I did leave my trusty old boots at Santiago for 
another who may have found them more useful.

See more Walking Journeys information at our 
website: www.goodwalkingbooks.com

Above: Border marker near O’Cebreiro
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SBW Courses 2013

Course Dates Location Comments

Abseiling/Rope Rescue Dec 2012/Dec 2013 Newnes Claudia Douglas 
and Tom Brennan. 
Compulsory course 
for club canyoning 
participants

Kayak Training Day 19 Jan Manly Dam Don Andrew and Owen 
Kimberley

Abseiling/Ropes – 
Beginners

26–28 Jan Newnes Claudia Douglas. 
Combine with Terry and 
Ian canyoning/walking 
weekend

Remote Area First Aid 2–3 Feb and 16–17 Feb Wahroonga Scout Hall BWRS course, over 2 
weekends

Basic Skills Workshop 24 Feb Centennial Park Sunday course

Paddling Workshop Reunion 15–16 March Coolana Pamela Irving, TBC

Rogaining Course Reunion 15–16 March Coolana Vivien de Remy de 
Courcelles

Abseiling Workshop Reunion 15–16 March Coolana Claudia Douglas and 
Tom Brennan.

Remote Area First Aid 6–7 April and  20–21 
April

Berrima Scout Camp BWRS course, over 2 
weekends

Leader Workshop 2 
(Overnight Walks)

13–14 April Wollangambe Crater Ratio facilitators: 
participants to be 1:2

Remote Area First Aid May North Wahroonga Scout 
Hall

BWRS course, over 2 
weekends.

Basic Skills Workshop 25 May TBA Saturday course

NavShield July TBA BWRS Weekend course

Basic Skills Workshop 25 Aug Centennial Park Sunday course

Basic Cross Country 
Skiing Workshop

Late July Nordic Ski Club Date advised 
April. Check with 
Paul Jennings 
pjennings1950@gmail.
com

Advanced Cross Country 
Skiing Workshop

Aug Nordic Ski Club Paul Jennings 
pjennings1950@gmail.
com

BWRS	Re-Certification	
Skills Maintenance

7–8 Sept Berrima Scout Camp BWRS course

Remote Area First Aid 12–13 and 26–27 Oct Wahroonga Scout Hall BWRS course, over 2 
weekends

Basic Skills Workshop 19 Oct Centennial Park Saturday course

Leader Workshop 1 (Day 
Walks)

9–10 Nov Coolana Ratio facilitators: 
participants to be 1:3

Basic Skills Workshop 8 Dec Centennial Park Saturday course

SBW members are eligible for Free Paddy 
Pallin Club membership.

Take along the Paddy Pallin ad in this 
newsletter and they will honor this offer!
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Adventure Specialist
Hiking & Outdoor

Australia call free: 
1-800 141 242

HikingNewZealand.comNew Zealand and beyond

We have

ADVENTURES
TO SUIT EVERYONE

HI KI NG
N e w  Z e a l a n d

Accommodation in the Kangaroo Valley
As an alternative to camping at Coolana there is the option of hut accommodation at Chakola (which is 
on the right a couple of kilometres before Coolana, on the road to Tallowa Dam). This is the facility run 
by Conservation Volunteers Australia, who orchestrate a large number of conservation projects across 
Australia primarily staffed by young visitors from overseas.

The Property has 16 small rustic cabins which can accommodate up to 37 guests. Cabins are basic but 
comfortable, and range in size from single, twin share and double to four-share dormitory-style rooms. Bed 
linen is available upon request for a small additional cost. Amenity blocks with showers and toilets are a 
short stroll from the cabins. A camp kitchen and dining area is available for self-catering.

Facilities include:

•	 BBQ 
•	 Commercial grade kitchen stocked with all cooking utensils 
•	 Shower and toilet blocks 
•	 Table tennis and dart board in communal recreation area 
•	 Wood heater with comfortable seating 
•	 Training	and	Education	Room	for	up	to	37	people	(i.e.	as	a	Conference	venue)
•	 Access to DVD and TV 

www.conservationvolunteers.com.au/about-us/land-management/chakola



Summer Social Program

All meetings/events are held at Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre and start at 7.35 pm,  
unless indicated otherwise. 

Please	assemble	downstairs	until	the	yoga	class	finishes,	so	that	the	class	 
can have a peaceful ending. 

February

Wed 6 @ 7pm  Committee Meeting. Observers welcome.

Wed 13 @ 8pm  Meeting for those interested in joining SBW – an introduction to 
the club

Wed 20 		 	 	 Social	Evening.	Seven	Summits.
Chris	Burke,	‘Everest	summiteer’	and	‘Seven	Summitter’	will	be	presenting	on	her	experiences	
climbing	Mt	Everest	in	2011	-	the	journey,	the	challenges	and	the	lessons.		She	will	also	present	
on the other mountains around the world comprising the ‘Seven Summits’ including Denali and 
Aconcagua.  Chris has only recently returned from Nepal in early December 2012 after having 
successfully climbed Lobuche, Pachermo and Ama Dablam.  She will be returning to Nepal 
only days after her SBW talk in order to prepare to climb Mt Lhotse, and then she is scheduled 
to go to Pakistan to attempt to climb Gasherbrums 1 and 2. Chris is also keen to answer any 
questions you may have on Nepal.

March

Wed 13 @ 7.35pm   Annual General Meeting
Please attend to help decide some important matters for the Club - there will be a lucky door 
prize as well as wine and nibbles afterwards.

Wed 13 @ 8pm   Meeting for those interested in joining SBW – an introduction to 
the club

The Club’s Annual Reunion

Friday to Sunday 15–17 March at Coolana 
Lots of activities and time to renew or make friendships – at sunset on the Saturday we will 
gather for drinks at the Dot Butler Lookout, inaugurate the new President and celebrate the 
opening of the Dot Butler Conservation Reserve with a Dayho to make the ranges ring.

COME AND SUPPORT OUR GUEST SPEAKERS!

Why not come along and meet for dinner at Kirribilli before one of the social 
evenings?  If you have any ideas for social events, contact Christine McColl: social@

sbw.org.au.  Have you had a great trip somewhere you would like to share?   
Let us know!

Adventure Specialist
Hiking & Outdoor

Australia call free: 
1-800 141 242

HikingNewZealand.comNew Zealand and beyond

We have

ADVENTURES
TO SUIT EVERYONE

HI KI NG
N e w  Z e a l a n d
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How to get to Coolana 
 
“Coolana” (an aboriginal word which means “happy meeting place of the future”) is located in the 
scenic Kangaroo Valley south of Sydney. 
 
Directions: Drive down either by the Princes Highway via Berry, or the Hume Highway via Mittagong. 
Then drive to the historic Village of Kangaroo Valley. Total distance is 185km via the Princes Hwy & 
175 km via the Hume Hwy ie 2.5 to 3 hrs dependant on traffic conditions and breaks. 
 

 
 
Just N of the village (see Map), turn W onto the Mount Scanzi Road, and drive 5 kms to the 
intersection of the Mount Scanzi Road and Tallowa Dam Road (just past the Power Lines). At the 
junction, keep going straight ahead on Tallowa Dam Rd for 100 metres, to the signposted entrance to 
Coolana. The entrance is on the N side of the road at grid reference 692513, on the Burrier Map 
(8928-2-S). Open & close the gate, and drive 400 metres on the dirt track to the car park. It is possible 
to camp near the cars (as this is near the Escarpment, take care at night). The primary camping area 
is on the Flats beside the river, 600 metres down the hill following the 4WD Track (which is easy to 
follow at night with a torch!). The track is suitable for hand trolleys. 
 
Facilities: There is a large open threes sided Shelter Shed (for wet weather), 2/3 of the way down the 
4WD track, and a Composting Toilet just up from the Camping Flat. Untreated water from our creek 
(which has a pristine catchment area) is piped to a tap near the Shed, and to a tap on the camping 
flat. Tank water from the Shed supplies water to a sink by the toilet. There is no power (the lights in 
the toilet and the exhaust fan are operated from a storage battery and a solar panel). 
 
The Kangaroo Valley Village has a number of facilities: a Pub, Mini Super Market/Service Station, 
Stores, Cafes, Tourist Shops and activities etc, refer: http://www.kangaroovalleytourist.asn.au/home/ 
Details of the Birds & other Fauna can be found at: http://www.kangaroovalleytourist.asn.au/dir/wildlife 
 
National Parks: 
Barrens Grounds: http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/NationalParks/parkHome.aspx?id=N0401 
Buddarroo: http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/NationalParks/parkHome.aspx?id=N0069 
Morton: http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/NationalParks/parkHome.aspx?id=N0022 
 
Guides - The NSW NPWS publication 'Walks Guide, Kangaroo Valley & Adjacent National Parks' 
describes 25 graded walks in detail from 1 (easy) to 7 (very difficult) and is available for purchase 
from the NPWS Fitzroy Falls Visitors Centre (02 4887 7270) and from retailers in Kangaroo Valley 
(Hampden Cottage Craft, Homelea Cottage, Kangaroo Valley Woodcrafts). 

How to get to Coolana
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Tracks and Access Report

Access to Claustral Canyon
Alan Wells

The old route in is still closed, as the new landowner 
has built a house across the track and the efforts of  
the NPWS to secure an alternate route have proved 
to be fruitless.

The recommended route is to enter and walk down 
Dismal	 Dingle,	 a	 pleasant	 creek	 walk.	 Enter	 by	
hopping over the guard rail at approx. GR595847 
(Mt Wilson second – old – edition topo map) on the 
south side of Bell Road, and about 20m east side of 
the creek head. Scramble down the steep slope into 

the creek and head downstream. 

On the return you have the choice of descending 
north down the gully between Camels Hump and 
Camels Saddle back into Dismal Dingle and walking 
back up Dismal Dingle.  

Two or three cars can park near the head of Dismal 
Dingle through a break in the guardrail on the north 
side	of	the	road,	but	it’s	a	bit	tricky	if	there’s	traffic.	
There is a larger layby further along Bells Line of Rd.

Call for Nominations for the 2013 Committee 
SBW Committee

Members are requested to consider nominating for 
next year’s Committee. 

The following roles are available, and will be elected 
at the Annual General Meeting on 13 March 2013:

•	 President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer

Five Ordinary Committee Member positions: The 
current Committee recommends to the Members 
that	 the	 specific	 roles	 for	 these	positions	 for	 the	
2013 term be:

•	 Membership Secretary, New Members Secretary, 
Activities	 Secretary,	 Skills	 Enhancement	
Secretary, Communications Secretary

In addition, the current Committee is 
recommending that there be a number of Associate 
Secretary positions for: Social, Conservation, 

four	 Confederation	 Delegates,	 Editor,	 Business	
Manager and Web Master/Mistress. These positions 
are not elected and would be appointed by the 
Committee. While they are not formal Members 
of the Committee, the Associate Secretaries can 
attend Committee Meetings, as needed, to speak 
to	 specific	 matters	 of	 relevance	 to	 their	 subject	
area.

For Committee positions: Two members need 
to nominate the Candidate by completing the 
Nominating Form on the back page (a soft copy 
is on the web site) and send it to the Secretary 
(preferably by email to secretary@sbw.org.au, by 
hand at a Club meeting, or by post to the Club’s 
PO Box). [Note: physical signatures in ink are not 
required,	and	emails	will	suffice].

For Associate Secretary positions: Self-nominate 
by sending an email or a letter to the Secretary.

Activties wanted for the Autumn Program

Members - please send Trip proposals to activties@
sbw.org.au by the end of January. We need trips 
of all types (walks, canoeing, cycling, canyoning, 
and both day and overnight Q walks) and of all  

durations (one, two, or more days). A range of 
options	 over	 the	 4-day	 Easter	 and	 3-day	 ANZAC	
breaks would be good ie medium/hard to base 
camping somewhere.
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Lucy Keatinge

Leaders: After the activity, please email completed Walks Attendance Form and Activity Report to:  
walksreporting@sbw.org.au Please keep the signature sheet as this is a legal document.

Walks and Activites Report

Date, Walk Location & Route Participants

19–21 Oct  2012  AREA: Ben Bullen State Forest  GRADE: M222

START AND FINISH PLACE:  Coolana

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Two day photo camp at Coolana

Explored	the	cliff	line	and	look	outs	on	the	first	day	and	the	meadows	along	the	
river the next.

Anna Thorwart

Tony Holgate

Prospectives 
Jai-Wei	Zhu

24–25 Nov 2012  AREA: Asgard Plateau  GRADE: S-M222

START AND FINISH PLACE:  Victoria Falls Road

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Two day photo camp at Asgard Plateau

After leaving our overnight Packs at the campground next to Asgard Swamps, we 
followed the track to Asgard Head, and then to the old coal mine where we had 
lunch. Heading back to the camp with full water bladders, the leader decided she 
needed a nap and most followed her example. After exploring the swamps, Valhalla 
Head and happy hours at Thor’s Head at sunset. The next day’s walk included 
another stop at Thor’s Head and another stop at the cliff opposite Ikara Head. 

Anna Thorwart

David Angell

Prospectives 
Jiriga Page 
Pulio Rodrigeuz

25 Nov 2012  AREA: Blue Mountains NP (Jamieson map)  GRADE: Q  M232E

START AND FINISH PLACE: Old Queen Vic Hospital, Tableland Rd

ROUTE DESCRIPTION:  Tableland Rd, Double Hill, Lions Head, Lions Head Pass, 
Kedumba Crossing, Goat Track, Kedumba Fire Trail, Queen Vic Hospital

A very hot and humid day – 25 degrees at 8am. After a warm up along Kings 
Tableland Rd the group slowly made their way along the foot pad out to Lions Head 
for morning tea. The views down to Kedumba Crossing and over to Mount Solitary, 
Narrow Neck and the Wild Dogs were fantastic, even through the haze. A huge 
goanna	and	a	little	rock	fall	made	an	interesting	trip	down	to	the	valley	floor.	

After a leisurely lunch in the shade at Kedumba crossing a few were tempted for 
a cooling swim in the dam – fantastic. We collected water from Waterfall Creek 
(very low and not to be relied on unless we have a huge downpour) ready for the 
challenging climb up the goat track, which proved quite a hard slog in very hot 
conditions.

The	group	seemed	thoroughly	satisfied	in	their	achievement	and	celebrated	with	
dinner and a lemonade at Wentworth Falls ‘pink’ pub!

Helen 
MacDonald

John Robb 
Huw ap Rees 
Stephen 
Krouzecky 
Virginia Waller 
Frances Bottrell 
Lynette Preston 
Petros Nikoloudis

Prospectives 
Petros Nikoloudis 
Farnam 
Soodmand 
Bill Gibson 
Anthea Mitchell
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Date, Walk Location & Route Participants

30 Nov–2 Dec 2012  AREA:  Marra Marra National Park  GRADE: Kayaking

START PLACE: Berowra Water Boat Ramp  FINISH PLACE: Beach at Marra Marra 
Creek

ROUTE DESCRIPTION:  Berowra Water Boat Ramp, downstream to mouth of 
Marra Marra Creek, to two sandy park like beaches. 

We set out on two days from three different places. Most left from the Berowra 
Waters boat ramp, Don left from Palm Beach. One member left from Bobbin Head, 
this meant camping overnight en route to the Hawkesbury River and arrival mid 
Sunday morning, an impressive paddle. Michael arrived in his boat on Saturday 
with coffees for all. 

The weather was mild, with a bit of rain Friday evening, we paddled up Marra Marra 
Creek on Saturday. The paddle back was easy going, except for Don, who battled 
back to Palm Beach. 

Pamela Irving

Rick Angel 
Barry Murdoch 
Patrick McNaught 
Hubert Habich 
Zol	Bodlay 
Don Andrews 
Pat Bickley 
Michael Bickley 
Michelle Powell 
Owen Kimberley 
Valerie Rice 
Kay Chan 
Tony Manes

Prospectives 
Jade Chang

Visitors 
Brian Ogilvy

1–2 Dec 2012  AREA:  Bungleboori  GRADE: M233E

START AND FINISH PLACE: Waratah Ridge

ROUTE DESCRIPTION:  Waratah Ridge, Cannon’s canyon, Deep Throat canyon, 
Bubble Bath cave, Bubble Bath canyon, Bjelke’s Mind canyon, Bridge canyon, 
Waratah ridge.

A great weekend in the bush with a B-theme: it was Brendon’s Birthday Bash in 
the Bush with some Brilliant but also Boring canyons: Bubble Bath, Bjelke’s, Bridge, 
Bungleboori, Bannon’s and Beep Boat. We enjoyed happy hour in the cave before 
a planned night-time descent of Bubble Bath canyon to see the many fantastic 
constellations of Glow Worms! We celebrated Brendon’s Birthday with Beer, Bourbon, 
wine Blends and pancake shots before a midnight bedtime, the sun rose all too soon 
but	everyone	was	fit	enough	for	Sunday’s	Best	canyons…

Richard Pattison

Sue Bucknell 
Brendon Anderson 
Andrew Smith

Prospectives 
Melissa Thomas

1 Dec 2012  AREA: Heathcote National Park  GRADE: M212

START PLACE: Waterfall Station FINISH PLACE: Heathcote Station

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: From Waterfall along the Bullawaring Track to the Goanna 
Track, on to the Pipeline Track then used a foot track shown to me by Jim Gallaway 
to cross over to “Kingdom Come”. Then on to Heathcote on the Pipeline Track

This walk took in a swimming hole or two. It was a very warm day with a hint of 
rain.	Kingfisher	Pool	looked	very	uninviting	for	a	swim	and	we	waited	until	Boobera	
Pool.

Glenn Draper

Misako Sugiyama 
Rosemary 
MacDougal 
David Trinder

Can’t think of a walk to lead?
There are well over 1,000 overnight and extended trips outlined in the Historical Walks Database, found by logging 
in to the Members Area on our website and following the link to Historical Walks Record

www.sbw.org.au
Here you will find a list of all the overnight or extended walks run by the club from its inception to the present day. 
Look at the region you are interested in and see what walks have been done there in the past!  

Use this wonderful resource to help plan your next walk!
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Date, Walk Location & Route Participants

1 Dec 2012  AREA: Ku-Ring-Gai National Park  GRADE: 222

START AND FINISH PLACE: Cowan Station

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Great North Walking Track, Jerusalem Bay, at 325825 
take an easterly course along a navigatable but at times indistinct track walking 
along the ridge line to Taffys Rock 356824. Our return journey is along the same 
track to 330822. We will then rejoin the great north walking track and return via 
Jerusalem Bay to Cowan Station.   

On	 the	 day,	 extreme	weather	 conditions	 prevailed,	 temperatures	 reached	 39˚C	
with	humidity	over	90%,	wind	NW	and	very	light.	In	a	nutshell	–	stiffling	weather.

The hike to our lunch destination, Taffys Rock, was uneventful with the exception 
of constantly dealing with determined leeches. By lunch time it was obvious that 
the weather was worsening and sapping our energy although our spirits remained 
(surprisingly) high.

Following group consultation I made the decision to lengthen our lunch and afternoon 
rest period to reduce our exposure and minimise potential medical risks. I indicated 
that	it	was	now	likely	our	finishing	time	would	be	between	1800–1830	hours	and	
not 1630–1700 hours as previously indicated. 

The return walk was eventful. Two members suffered from painful thigh muscle 
cramping	a	total	of	five	times,	these	incidences	were	handled	according	to	St	John	
protocol. Both patients recovered. Two serious incidents developed simultaneously 
just	after	1800	hours,	1.1km	from	our	finish.	Both	members	suffered	from	heat	
stress and were managed according to the incident management sequence. Both 
patients	managed	to	walk	out	escorted.	The	walk	was	finally	completed	just	before	
1900 hours.

We overcame extreme weather conditions and adversity because we bonded and 
worked very effectively as a team. I am not aware of any complaints. I am very 
proud of everyone’s efforts and their continuing positive and caring attitudes that 
prevailed	throughout	a	difficult	day.	Total	distance	17.2	km	with	two	200m	accents.

John O’Riordan 
(Mentor –  Lisa 
Sheldon)

Ju Suntiruxpong 
Lisa Ochs 
Andy Craig

Prospectives 
Jessica Wheatley 
Carol Smith

2 Dec 2012  AREA: Blue Mountains National Park GRADE: S222E

START AND FINISH PLACE: Mt Wilson Rural Fire Brigade

ROUTE DESCRIPTION:  Walk down to Wollangambe One entrance, lilo tourist 
section of canyon and exit at normal point.  Return to cars.

We had perfect weather for this trip – a nice warm day. Lots of fun scrambling thru 
rock	piles	and	floating	down	the	beautiful	Wollongambe.

We	 all	 felt	 rather	 decadent	 floating	 down	 the	 river	 in	 the	 sun	 and	 viewing	 the	
magnificent	walls	of	the	canyon	from	the	comfort	of	our	lilos.		

We did a very quick side trip into the bottom of Kevinator canyon. But as this 
canyon is aptly named, we didn’t hang around for too long. All the lilos survived the 
day, as did all the participants!

Melinda Turner

Eric	Catuncan 
Dirk Goes 
Rebecca Lorch 
Jason Lorch 
Tony Holgate

Prospectives 
Amanda Nelson
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7 Dec 2012  AREA: Royal National Park  GRADE: L221 Q WALK

START PLACE: Otford Station  FINISH PLACE: Cronulla Station

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Otford to Bundeena via the Royal NP Coast Track then 
ferry to Cronulla

There was perfect walking weather for the entire day with the sun hidden by complete 
cloud cover with light sea breezes. Consequently we did not bother swimming and 
some party members were putting on warm shirts at Bundeena. 

Those of you who have done this walk know you never get bored. In fact Bruno 
had completed the same walk a week before. Being a week day meant less people 
(except for the school party of 30 doing an overnight walk), and we saw plenty of 
birds of many kinds, various skinks, water dragons, shingleback lizards, a baby 
brown snake (which, after wriggling off the path, climbed a low bush on the side of 
the track), and a large echidna next to the steel boardwalk which gave itself away 
by the rustling sound as it buried itself into the leaf litter as we approached. 

In summary a lovely day in good company.

Stephen Brading

Bruno De 
Villenoisy 
Yvonne Brading

Prospectives 
Bill Wood

7–10 Dec 2012  AREA: Myall Lakes National Park  GRADE: Kayaking

START PLACE: The Wells (near Mungo Brush)  FINISH PLACE: Tea Gardens

ROUTE DESCRIPTION:  Friday: The Wells (Bombah Broadwater), River mouth, 
upstream Myall River and return, Nerong, The Wells; Saturday and Sunday: The 
Wells, Tamboy, downstream Myall River and camp, Tea Gardens, Port Stephens, 
vicinity North Arm Cove (camp); Monday: return to Tea Gardens

Great	summer	weather	for	the	first	three	days,	with	freshening	north	east	winds.	
Nice tailwind for most of the Saturday as we crossed The Broadwater and then for 
much of the down river stretch.

We had fun wake riding passing power boats (with the boaties’ consent of course) 
and were entertained at lunchtime by four dolphins. Camped under pine trees 
adjacent to the river bank.

Continued to the town of Tea Gardens on Sunday morning and said good bye to 
Skye. We then paddled down the remainder of The Myall River to Port Stephens 
where we proceeded west with a freshening tailwind. It was great fun riding the wind 
waves and we reached our sheltered campsite just before a south-west “Southerly 
Buster” came through. More dolphins.

We set out early on Sunday morning to optimise the tides and to try to be ahead of 
the forecast freshening of southerly winds. Fortunately we had reached the mouth 
of the Myall River before the wind came in too much and your reporter heard 
squeals of delight from the participants as they caught wind waves.

All agreed that we had a great time.

Owen Kimberley

Michele Powell 
Don Andrews 
Bradley Russ 
Skye O’Donnell 
(Saturday and 
Sunday only)

8 Dec 2102  AREA: Centennial Park GRADE: Basic Skills Workshop

FACILITATORS: David Trinder, Patrick McNaught, Lisa Sheldon, Phil Worledge, 
John O’Riordan, Craig Austin

PROSPECTIVES: Steve Tustler, Rob Schroetner, Anastasia Korobova, Melissa 
Suen,	Nancy	Lloyd,	Michael	Gadiel,	Stephen	Tree,	Jon	Reidy,	Ed	Squires,	Josette	
Squires, Nandan Cox, Richard Potts, Alan Osland, Nikolay Georgievskiy, Michelle 
Smart, Bruce Allen, Petros Nikoloudis, Anna Martinis, Fiona McRostie, Helen Reidy, 
Sally Fallon, Carol Smith, Jessica Wheatley, Nada Curac

Another	good	group	for	the	Basic	Skills	Workshop,	the	fifth	this	year.	We	have	now	
trained around 140 Prospectives over 5 days in 2012. We enjoyed a perfect sunny 
day with a cooling breeze. 36 signed up, but in the event there were 24 attendees 
on the day. 

Richard Darke
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8–9 Dec 2012  AREA: Greater Blue Mountains National Park and Blue 
Mountains National Park  GRADE: M222 Q WALK

START AND FINISH PLACE: Waratah Ridge Road

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Day 1, we will enter the area from the south, via the 
spectacular Hair of the Dog Ravine, cross Dingo Creek and camp alongside the creek 
in	Hair	of	the	Dog	Ravine.	With	daypacks,	we	will	find	and	then	fully	explore	Thorpes	
Folly	and	other	features	of	the	finger	ravines	of	the	southern	cliffs	of	Derailment	Hill.	
Day 2 will be a continuation of exploring downstream in Dingo Creek, then return 
via the Hair of the Dog Ravine. Part exploratory.

See page xx for full report.

Michael Keats

Yuri Bolotin 
Ian Thorpe 
David Merrick 
Mark Dabbs 
Lisa McCarthy 
Melinda Turner

Visitors 
Rodney Nelson 
Brian Fox 
David Scruse 
Berenice 
Torstensson

9 Dec 2102  AREA: Gardens of Stone  GRADE:  S222

START AND FINISH PLACE:  Wolgan Road Car Park

ROUTE DESCRIPTION:  Donkey Mountain carpark, 300m ascent to Titanic Canyon 
entrance, explore north east area of Donkey Mountain before middle and southern 
sections, return to car park.

Extra	warm	day	made	the	climb	on	soft,	loose	surface	a	bit	harder	than	we	wanted.	
Instead	of	the	Grand	Entrance,	we	chose	the	more	exciting	entry	via	Titanic	Canyon.	
Then delightful morning and afternoon exploring the wonderland of little canyons, 
cracks and pagodas of Donkey Mountain.

John Kennett

Huw App Rees 
Amanda Nelson 
Tony Holgate 
Julio Rodrigues

Prospectives 
Nick Atwell 
Sagar Thakker

9 Dec 2012  AREA: Georges River Bushland  GRADE: M111

START PLACE: Penshurst Station FINISH PLACE: Jannali Station

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Penshurst Station, bus to Lugarno, Salt Pan Creek 
bushland,	Evatt	Park,	Boggywell	Creek,	Lime	Kiln	Bay,	Oatley	Park,	Myles	Dunphy	
Reserve, Como Bridge, Carina Creek Track, Jannali

There were violent southerly winds on this walk, with the result that we had to take 
our lunch break and other breaks in sheltered locations. Nevertheless we were still 
able to enjoy many pleasant water views en route as we negotiated the bushland 
tracks along the hillsides above the river during this lovely suburban walk.

Nigel Weaver

Margaret Weaver 
Leigh McClintock

Prospectives 
Nandan Cox 
Tammy	Safi 
Anita Paddock

9 Dec 2102  AREA: Springwood  GRADE:  M221

START AND FINISH PLACE:  Springwood

ROUTE DESCRIPTION:  Springwood, Sassafras Gully, Glenbrook Creek, Perch 
Ponds, Martin Lookout, Lost World Lookout, Springwood. 

The walk started in warm and humid conditions, however in the afternoon there 
was a cool change which made conditions good for walking.

Greg Bray

Jim Close 
Ted Nixon

Prospectives 
David Kenneally 
Janne  Hansey 
Shane Barrie

11 Dec 2012  AREA:  Sydney Harbour  GRADE: S211

START PLACE:	Taronga	Zoo	Wharf		FINISH PLACE: Milsons Point Train Station

ROUTE DESCRIPTION:  Taronga Wharf then walk along harbour including Little 
Sirius Cove, Curraghbeena Point, Mosman bay, Cremorne, Shell Cove,  Kurraba 
Point, Neutral Bay, Wurrabirri Point, Kirribilli

Three intrepid walkers made this journey in the evening after work to brave the 
wind and threatening rain to walk the nooks and crannies of Sydney Harbour. A 
fit	group,	we	managed	to	persevere	through	hunger	to	walk	the	full	length	of	the	
official	walk,	finishing	just	on	dusk	to	a	beautiful	city	skyline.	Dinner	at	the	pub	
(including one huge schnitzel!) followed by everyone catching the train home as the 
only rain for the night started to fall. 

Lisa Sheldon

Karen Darby

Prospectives 
Robert Fenton
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15 Dec 2012  AREA: Ben Bullen State Forest  GRADE: S222E

START AND FINISH PLACE: Ben Bullen SF

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: West of the Great Divide, these valleys encapsulate in a 
relatively small area, everything that is exciting and interesting about bushwalking 
–	incredible	rock	sculptures,	tall	pagodas,	narrow	slot	canyons,	magnificent	caves,	
verdant forests and more.

Yuri Bolotin

Tony Holgate 
Peter Cai

Prospectives 
Alan Carpenter 
Tony Han 
Melissa Suen 
Kin Lee 
Miu Pang

Visitors 
David Xiao

16 Dec 2012  AREA: Garigal National Park  GRADE: M111

START AND FINISH PLACE: Scout Hall, Narrabeen Lake

ROUTE DESCRIPTION:  Anticlockwise circumnavigation of Narrabeen Lake 
with detour over North Narrabeen Headland down to Turimetta Beach and then 
completing	the	walk	back	to	our	starting	point.	Expected	finishing	time	is	1500-
1600 hours depending on two cappuccino breaks and beach lunch/swim. Life is 
tough. 

Dreams do come true. Our Sunday walk was greeted with perfect weather conditions. 
Clear skies, light northerly breeze and a pleasant temperature that peaked at 32°C. 
The result was picture perfect conditions to enjoy sensational views of not only 
Narrabeen Lake but also coastal views from our lookout on Narrabeen Headland 
down	to	Manly,	with	the	ruggedness	of	five	headlands	in	the	foreground.	

The two metre surf was rolling in, driven by a heavy ground swell and seasonal 
king tides that kept everyone on their toes as they cautiously waded in for a very 
refreshing	swim.	We	relaxed	over	lunch,	sheltered	from	the	sun	in	a	magnificent	
cave that had been cut into the cliff face by the constant action of nature’s erosive 
forces,	the	wind	and	the	sea.	The	walk	was	headlined	as	“Explore	one	of	Sydney’s	
best kept secrets”. We delivered on that bold statement as everyone was impressed 
with the sheer beauty of the Narrabeen Lake system set within the backdrop of 
Garigal N.P. coming down to its foreshores. 

Our walk covered a total of 18.3km. Along our journey of discovery, we enjoyed the 
sheer luxury of both a morning and afternoon break where we indulged ourselves 
with cappuccinos and iced coffees at cafés as we absorbed the tranquillity of the 
lake and the passing parade of life. Someone’s got to do it.

John O’Riordan

Ju Suntiruxpong 
Lisa Sheldon 
Graham Byrne 
Jan Spencer 
Helen Lalas

Prospectives 
Jessica Wheatley 
Petros Nikoloudis 
Karolina 
Adamczyk 
Michelle Smart 
Sally Fallon

16 Dec 2012  AREA: Royal National Park  GRADE: M222 Q WALK

START PLACE: Waterfall Station  FINISH PLACE:	Engadine	station

ROUTE DESCRIPTION:	 	Walk	along	Kanagaroo	Creek	until	Engadine	track	and	
then	to	Engadine	station.

Waterfall Station, walk along Kangaroo Creek to Karloo Pool, Kangaroo Creek to 
Engadine	Track	and	 then	Engadine	Station.	There	 is	a	 faint	 track	along	parts	of	
Kangaroo Creek but some bush bashing was required along with crossings of the 
creek	to	find	the	easiest	path.		

Calogero 
Panvino

Ted Nixon 
Alexandra Lazar 
Misako Sugiyama 
Ian Wolfe

Prospectives 
Sagar Thakkar, 
Tammy	Safi,	
Robert Fenton, 
Ben	Watt,		Elicia	
O’Reilly, Shane 
Barrie
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NOMINATION FORM 
For Election of SBW’s Committee

2013 ANNUAL ELECTIONS
I, ................................................. (full name) a member of the Sydney Bush Walkers Inc (SBW)

propose the nomination of the Candidate for election to the Committee position(s) of SBW.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

(Full name of the Candidate)

...................................

Signature of Proposer (or by e-mail)  Date: ..............................

I, ................................................. (full name) a member of SBW second the nomination of the Candidate 
for election to a Committee position(s) of SBW.

...................................

Signature of Seconder (or by e-mail)  Date: ..............................

Candidate Contact Details

Telephone:   Work………….………………Home ……………..……………  Mobile: ………….….…………..

	 	 Email:		……………………………….………………………………………

The Candidate, being a member of the SBW, is nominated for the position(s) of:

President    _____

Vice President    _____

Secretary    _____

Treasurer    _____

Committee Member (5 positions) _____  
(please indicate preferred roles: New Members, Membership, Activities, Communications, Skills 
Enhancement)		

(Members may be nominated for more than one position – please indicate at least one.)

...................................

Signature of the Candidate (or by e-mail)  Date: ..............................

Note:	The	Nomination	Form	must	be	delivered	to	the	Club	Secretary	at	least	7	days	before	the	date	fixed	
for the holding of the Annual General Meeting at which the election is to take place.


